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Course Overview
Amateur Naturalist Course, A-NAT, has been curated due to interest among a lot of people to know
more about wildlife or explore a future potential as a naturalist, regardless of their educational
background. For such candidates who deeply desire to learn about nature, Wildlife and Forestry
Services in association with Pugdundee Safaris presents A-NAT. As experienced lodge operators &
wildlife professionals, we realize that the forest is an observatory of passionate nature lovers, and
this course serves as an opportunity to be more informed about various sides of nature. To be a true
nature lover, there are three parts that should occur simultaneously:
 Appreciation towards all forms of Nature
 Knowledge of habitats and ecosystems
 Ability to not just comprehend but also interpret complexity of forest in the simplest ways
A-NAT is a five day program that focuses to elevate passionate nature lovers into well informed
nature lovers or amateur naturalists with elementary knowledge on the above. The six day program
offers:
 Course delivery from subject experts
 Excellent opportunity of peer learning
 First hand exposure to the life of a naturalist
 Certificate of accomplishment
This course is strictly for people who are new to wildlife & gives only basic introduction to the
wildlife of central India.

Who Should Join
 Have you been longing to gain scientific knowledge about forests and creatures- big and small?
 Do you wish to quit the routine and experience the distantly fascinating life in natural settings?

Guidelines for Applicants

 Life in the camp will be an adventure for the ones who are passionate about nature and can
minimally appreciate lack of internet as much as the presence of it.
 The candidate should be willing to learn from the experts as well as the experience of peers
(Forest life is also about team work and life skills).
 Experts will deliver lectures in English. An understanding and speaking fluency in English
language is a must.
 Candidates joining for the purpose of exploring and expanding their knowledge on wildlife
must be willing and enthusiastic towards the course curriculum.
 The candidates will be rewarded with participation certificate.

About us and Trainers
“Wildlife & Forestry Services”, a professional wildlife management & forestry consultancy firm in
association with “Pugdundee Safaris”, a leading sustainable wildlife tourism company, have
partnered to bring this first of its kind course in the country. Wing Leader - Kartikeya Singh is the
course coordinator and lead trainer.
Kartikeya Singh - Kartikeya holds a Master’s Degree in
Ecology & Environment and has eight years of research
experience working with Wildlife Institute of India during
which he studied the ecology of Indian Wolves and the
Asiatic Lions. Kartikeya has also worked as an additional
photographer on several documentaries produced by BBC and
other eminent production houses. A proficient trapper of
wolves and other canids, he has expertise in catching,
anesthetizing and radio collaring wild animals. In 2011, he
was one of the specialists involved in the reintroducing Gaur from Kanha to Bandhavgarh.
Kartikeya is also a specialist trainer who regularly conducts training for frontline forest department
staff, guides and naturalists.

What will you learn
As a stepping stone into the world of natural systems, diversity in subjects has been at the core of
the course design. Candidates will be provided introduction to the following subjects
 Mammals
 Birds
 Reptiles

 Trees
 Tracks & Signs
 Conservation

Modules Covered
Module 1: Mammals
Following is what a participant will get an introduction to, at the completion of this module













What are Mammals
Biogeography of India and mammalian distribution
Social organization of mammals
Diets: Herbivores, Carnivores and Omnivores
Habitat and niches of Mammals
Sexing of Mammals by observation
Interpreting alarm
Scratching, wallowing and dust bathing
Interpreting parental interactions with the young
Interpreting tracks and signs
Critical endangered mammals of India and conservation
Identification of common Mammals

Module 2: Birds
Following is what a participant will get an introduction to, at the completion of this module:
 Definition of birds
 Anatomy and characteristics of birds
 Plumage terminology
 Biogeography of India and bird species
 Importance of birds
 Diets: granivores, frugivores, carnivores and omnivores
 Habitat and niches of birds
 Sexing of birds by observation
 Effect of season and geography on pelage
 Interpreting fear, threat and aggression
 Interpreting alarm
 Scratching,
wallowing and dust bathing

 Interpreting parental interactions with the young
 Interpreting specialized behavior
 Interpreting tracks and signs
 Critical endangered birds of India and conservation
 Identification of common Birds

Module 3: Trees
Following is what a participant will get an introduction to, at the completion of this module:














Definition of tree
Tree Names: common Name/ botanical Name/ local Name
Parts of a Tree
The Leaf categories
Difference between simple and compound leaves
The leaf schemes
Forest types
Seasons in the jungle
Flowers in the jungles
Forestry in Central India
Keys: bark, flowers, fruits, leaf
Conservation of trees in India
Identification of common trees and its uses

Module 4: Reptiles
Following is what a participant will get an introduction to, at the completion of this module:












Know the characteristics of the class of reptiles
Be able to identify the features of the three reptile orders
Be able to identify the features of turtles, tortoises and terrapins
Be able to identify the features of skinks, lizards, agamas, geckos, chameleons, monitors & snakes
Know how to identify the more common species of snakes as well as the potentially lethal
families and species of snakes
Be able to name the different types of snake venom, symptoms and effects
Be able to classify snakes in terms of the different teeth structures
Know the different types of reproduction in snakes
Have a basic understanding of the senses of snakes
Know some interesting facts about reptiles
Examinations and feedback session

Module 5: Tracks & Signs
Following is what a participant will get an introduction to, at the completion of this module:














Tracks
Pugmarks with claws
Pugmarks without claws
Hands and feet
Cloven hooves
Non-Cloven hooves
Birds and other tracks
Train track
Train track with central drag mark
Droppings and pellet
Feeding signs
Nests and shelters
Other signs

Inclusions
The camp is set up in the premises of Denwa Backwater Escape (a Pugdundee Safaris Experience Lodge in
Satpura).







Twin sharing accommodation (same gender sharing) with attached facilities
All meals, tea/coffee service
3 safaris in national park
1 late evening safari in buffer zone
1 boat ride
Several nature walks

What to carry


















Earthy colored outdoor clothing
Personal clothing
Cap/hat
Outdoor footwear for walking and floaters
Guide books (as specified below)
Laptop
Camera (with spare batteries) / tripod /monopod
Binoculars
Winter wear
Rain gear (ponchos/ parasols)
Water bottle
Notebooks
Working internet connection (Only BSNL/JIO works at Satpura)
Power Bank
USB/ Hard Disk (Storage Devices)
Personal Medicines
Torch

List of Reference Books
Mandatory Books (It is a must to have these books with you on the course)
1. Indian Mammals by Vivek Menon
2. Birds of the Indian Subcontinent: India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and the
Maldives by Richard Grimmett, Carol Inskipp, Tim Inskipp
3. Snakes of India: The Field Guide by Ashok Captain and Romulus Whitaker
4. Jungle trees of Central India by Pradip Krishen

Reaching the campus

 Satpura Tiger Reserve is well connected from all parts of India by road, air and rail.
 It is 136 kms south east of Bhopal, the closest airport to Satpura
 Itarsi is a prominent railway junction with trains from all across the country and is just 70 kms away
 Sohagpur is the nearest railway station around 18 kms away
 Satpura is just 19 kms from a prominent state highway and 70 kms away from the national highway 12

Rules and Regulations
Candidates joining the course are expected to abide by the A-NAT rules &regulations. Candidates
are expected to thoroughly read the attached consent form and acknowledge the same with date and
signatures.
 Adhere to the timings and instructions provided by the course coordinator. Possession & use of alcohol
and any form of drugs is strictly prohibited on the campus
 Smokers will have to declare in advance. Smoking in common areas and accommodation is prohibited
 Refrain from any form of sexual misconduct.
 At the time of submission of form, send us a copy of aadhar card and License. Cancellation Policies
Apply.
 Candidates joining A-NAT will have to sign an indemnity bond

Fees
Promotional Price - Rs 48000/- + 5% GST per person on twin sharing basis
Single supplement –Rs. 24000/- + 5% GST
Seats Available: 15
To enroll, you are required to deposit 30% fee at the time of filling the application form. Balance amount
is payable latest by 15th Oct- 2019.
Write to us at: sales@pugdundeesafaris.com or mail@wfsindia.co.in for application form and further
information.
Bank details are as follows:
Account Name: Wildlife and Forestry Services
Account Number: 34142497348
IFSC Code: SBIN0030288
Bank: State Bank of India Branch- Fazalpura, Ujjain; Type: Current Account

